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Migration of a UEM system 
Fast and easy with EBF 
Onboarder 

public
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01Reasons for a migration and
challenges of a manual migration
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Reasons for changing the UEM system
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Further developmentof
technologies

Another UEM system may
be better able to meet
requirements than the
previous one or better

interact with other
software.

Consolidationofsystems

Due to acquisitions, 
various UEM systems

may be used in a 
company, which are to be

consolidated.

End ofLife ofUEM systems
orproducts

If UEM systems are no
longer supported, it may
be necessary to switch to
another system – which

was the case e.g. for SAP 
Afaria or Windows 10 

Mobile.
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Manual 
migration

Users need to
follow the

instructions and
perform the

migration

The help desk
needs to solve

problems of end 
users

Admins need to
get all users to

migrate - without
having

information about
who migrated

Admins need to
configure the new

system

Admins need to
develop a 

guideline and
inform all users

Users need to
continue and
complete the

migration
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02EBF Onboarder
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Automated migration of UEM 
systems
With EBF Onboarder you can quickly 
migrate to another UEM system or from 
an on-premise to a cloud version.
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Source and target systems of the EBF Onboarder
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The migration process of the EBF Onboarder

Configuration Information

Information of users about 
the upcoming change

Configuration of the platform 
and selection of devices

Initiation & execution

Migration at a freely 
selectable point in time - via 

a clear interface

Monitoring

Monitoring the status via the 
platform
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Benefits of the EBF Onboarder

Relief of
the IT

Cost reduction Time 
savings

User-
friendliness
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Transparenc
y

Communi-
cation
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Over 1,000,000 devices have already been

successfully migrated

– including migration projects with a scope of 500 devices as well

as those with a scope of 100,000 devices.
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Migration 100,000 devices from VMware 
Workspace ONE to Microsoft Intune in just 6 
months
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What our customer says

Without EBF Onboarder for Microsoft Intune our migration would not have been the success
that it was. The product exceeded our expectations, with migration costs reduced by 90% and
a timeline reduced to 6 months from our initially planned 18 months. The feedback from
our administrators regarding the product was immediately positive in terms of usability, 
simplicity and flexibility. Our users also appreciated the „one-click-experience“ without
external intervention on their devices.
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Thank you!
EBF-EDV Beratung Föllmer GmbH 
+49 221 474 55 0
sales@ebf.com
www.ebf.com

mailto:sales@ebf.com
http://www.ebf.com/
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